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Essential SSH Research  

for the Societal Challenge Secure, clean and efficient energy 

With this Note LERU wants to advise the European Commission to include essential Social Sciences and 
Humanities (SSH) research in the programme addressing the challenge ‘Secure, clean and efficient 
energy’ in Horizon 2020. The seven Notes complement a 2012 LERU Advice Paper on the role of SSH 
in Horizon 2020 (LERU, 2012). 

Edited by Professor Shearer West (University of Oxford), based on an original draft prepared by Professor 
Chris Llewellyn Smith (University of Oxford) with subsequent contributions by Professor Anik de 
Ribaupierre (Université de Genève), Professor Ortwin De Graefe (KU Leuven) and Professor Janette Webb 
(University of Edinburgh), with the support of Dr Katrien Maes, LERU Chief Policy Officer. LERU explicitly 
wishes to thank the LERU Community of Social Sciences and Humanities and all individuals at the LERU 
member universities who provided valuable input for the paper and comments during the drafting 
process. 

 

Introduction 

1. Meeting the world's future energy needs in an 
environmentally responsible but affordable 
manner is an enormous technical challenge. 
However, devising the policies, institutions,  
legislation and economic tools that will 
enable this to be done in an effective and 
politically, socially, culturally and ethically 
acceptable manner is at least as great if not a 
greater challenge.  Research in social 
sciences and humanities is essential to probe 
these deeper issues and develop the tools for 
tackling them. 

 
Energy Efficiency, Consumer Behaviour and the 
Energy Market 

2. The first imperatives are to use energy more 
efficiently and to try to reduce and manage 
energy demand. Energy intensity [= (energy 
use)/GDP] fell worldwide by 1%/year from 
1980 to 2010, but there is a potential to do 
very much better. An International Energy 
Agency (IEA) scenario that assumes that 
governments worldwide fulfil their pledges to 

moderate energy use and reduce carbon 
emissions (which few are on track to do), 
projects an annual decrease in energy 
intensity of 1.8%/year in the period to 2035, 
when energy use is projected to be 8% lower 
than expected if current policies are 
continued, but the IEA believes that 
technically a 20% decrease is possible.   

 
3. Realising and maximising a huge potential 

gain in efficiency requires social sciences and 
humanities to help us understand the 
systemic economic, psychological and 
cultural issues that drive or underpin market 
and individual behaviour.  Energy markets are 
structured by assumptions of perpetually 
rising demand for energy and assume more or 
less limitless resources, while governments 
continue to prioritise incentives for 
investment in new energy supply (including 
significant fossil fuel subsidies), over and 
above incentives for energy 
productivity/energy saving. There is, for 
example, no incentive for capture of waste 
heat from thermal generation of electricity or 
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from industrial process heat.   Furthermore, 
the dominant model of innovation in energy 
systems is supply-side technology-driven and 
thus marginalises the potential for significant 
energy saving through end-use innovation at 
meso-scale, where regional and local 
authorities are significant actors. 

 
4. Social sciences and humanities also provide 

better understanding of how consumers 
behave and how their behaviour can be 
changed.  Evaluating and understanding the 
‘rebound effect’ (that savings resulting from 
increased energy efficiency can lead to 
increased consumption, and/or using the 
savings for other purposes that depend on 
energy use), devising economic and social 
incentives for private and public consumers 
to moderate their energy use, and 
strengthening regulations, for example on the 
performance of cars and buildings, are all 
areas that require the expertise of social 
sciences and humanities.  

 
Transport Systems and Urban Planning: 
Governance and Business Models 

5. Key factors in decreasing energy demand are 
improved design of buildings and planning of 
cities and of transport systems, as well as 
understanding how to persuade people to 
walk, bicycle or use public rather than 
private transport. There are significant gaps 
in prevailing socio-technical solutions to 
retrofitting the urban environment, where 
most of the buildings are already in place.  
There are major opportunities in rapidly 
developing countries where low carbon 
development paths should be adopted as 
early as possible in planning expanding 
transport systems and cities. Avoiding the ‘US 
model’ of low density, car dependent cities 
will be critical for constraining carbon 
emissions growth in the mega cities in the 
developing world.  Social, political and 
economic analyses are critical contributors to 
devising new governance and business 
models:  it is far easier to prescribe what 
should happen than it is to explain how this is 
going to be brought about, by whom and with 
what shares of costs and benefits. 

6. Managing demand is necessary to make better 
use of the increasingly diverse sources of 
energy (many intermittent), reduce the 
maximum load on the grid (thereby reducing 
investment costs), and allow for possible new 
large-scale uses, e.g. in electric cars 
(assuming drivers 'range anxiety' can be 
understood and overcome, if the range of 
electric vehicles does not increase 
substantially). Moderating demand will 
depend on devising suitable (real-time) 
pricing mechanisms and understanding 
consumers’ responses to price and other 
incentives, while the possibility of allowing 
the utilities to switch on and off domestic 
appliances remotely, in order to smooth 
loads, raises freedom of information issues. 

 
The Economics and Governance of Energy 
Markets 

7. How to organise electricity and other energy 
markets raises multiple economic questions.  
How can markets be used to produce 
economically optimal solutions, while 
meeting the need to reduce the use of fossil 
fuels? What incentives are needed in 
electricity markets to ensure there is 
adequate capacity to provide the ‘last 
kilowatt-hour’ which is only needed for a few 
hours a year? How economically (and 
technically) to optimally incorporate 
inflexible intermittent sources with very low 
marginal costs? How to work out who benefits 
from energy storage (which will become 
increasingly necessary as the role of 
intermittent sources increases), and how it 
should be costed and who should pay?  

 
8. Social sciences can also address questions 

about the range of governance models for 
sustainable energy systems, centred on the 
diverse configurations of markets, states and 
civil society already in use in energy 
provision.  Empirical social science has long 
demonstrated that there is no simple 
dichotomy between ‘planning’ and ‘markets’ 
in governance of resources. Social science 
perspectives need to be represented in the 
debates in order to avoid capture by 
incumbent interests and political ideology. 
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Politics, Economics, Ethics and Energy Supply 

9. Fossil fuels are likely to continue to dominate 
energy supply for an indefinite period. 
Understanding future oil gas and coal markets 
is therefore of enormous importance from the 
perspectives of future energy supply and 
security, global economics, and also 
geopolitics. The recent discovery of major oil 
and gas resources in East Africa has raised 
major questions for regional politics and 
economies and for global supply chains. 
Politics and energy resources are intimately 
linked in, for example, Russia and South 
America, while the possibility that in the next 
two decades the USA may become energy 
independent raises major economic and 
geopolitical questions (will Chinese aircraft 
carriers replace American ones in the Gulf?). 
Cheap shale gas looks set to give the USA a 
major competitive advantage, with knock-on 
effects worldwide. In Qatar gas liquefaction 
plants were built with an eye to the US 
market, but the gas is now supplying Europe 
and the Far East with major impacts and 
knock-on effects, e.g. huge uncertainties for 
the outlook for Russian gas exports, with 
potentially major economic, political and 
social implications. Coal in the USA is being 
undercut by gas, but is not remaining in the 
ground – it is being exported to the rest of 
the world (including Germany despite the 
government's green rhetoric).  Prospects for 
shale gas are less well understood in Asia and 
in Europe, where public opposition, and 
differences in the ownership of mineral rights 
compared to the USA, may limit exploitation. 

 
10. Devising the economic tools and international 

agreements that are needed to reduce carbon 
emissions is a challenge with economic, 
political, legal and ethical dimensions. Why 
are the UNFCC negotiations not working 
better? Is a carbon tax a better tool than cap 
and trade? Would border carbon adjustments 
(tariffs on the carbon content) on imports 
into (e.g.) the EU, where there is a carbon 
price, be acceptable under WTO rules, and 
would it encourage others to start to price 
carbon (thus breaking the global gridlock in 
agreeing measures to reduce emissions)? 

Which parts of energy markets should be 
included? How should permits be 
allocated/auctioned? Energy law is of course 
important not only of the global scale and in 
climate negotiations, but also at the level of 
the EU (in both energy market rules and 
product regulation), and through national law 
and regulation right down to local planning. 

 
11. Ethics are of great importance in devising 

equitable energy policies, and indeed dealing 
with resource stewardship generally. What 
responsibilities do developed countries (many 
of which used resources in the past as if there 
were no tomorrow) have to developing 
countries, which they are now trying to 
encourage to exercise restraint? How should 
we properly recognise the importance that 
we owe to future generations, in 
circumstances that are very difficult to 
predict? How should societies decide how 
much to invest in dealing with risks that are 
very difficult to evaluate? How to make sure 
that citizens are widely involved in taking 
these decisions in order to ensure their 
democratic legitimacy? 

 
History, Education and Risk in Energy Security 

12. Better understanding of the factors that 
determine perceptions of, and responses to, 
risk will be needed to improve the promotion 
of policies designed to ensure energy security 
and combat climate change.  Understanding 
the forces that drive public opinion, and how 
they can be influenced through the arts and 
the media, will also be important. Detailed 
historical and discursive analyses of the ways 
in which human societies have responded to 
the rhetoric of unlimited energy 
accompanying the early and middle phases of 
the industrial revolution will yield better 
insight into the psychodynamics of citizens’ 
addiction to energy. Such insights will be 
valuable to researchers and policy makers in 
its own right, but if mediated intelligently in 
formats that are attractive to the public at 
large, they can also have immediate salutary 
effects on the energy consumption of citizens 
today. Similarly, the powerful tradition of the 
dystopian imagination in European literature 
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and culture, often involving a prescient 
understanding of scarcity-scenarios whose 
real relevance and impact was revealed only 
relatively recently, demands renewed 
research with a view to releasing its potential 
as a tool for information and education.  

 
13. Education research is also crucial: the 

challenges we burden future generations with 
can be mediated to the emerging generations 
in our institutions for primary and secondary 
education. We must supply the teachers in 
these institutions with insights and tools that 
can achieve this mediation and in doing so 
contribute to a lessening of the burden we 
impose on the unborn. As the Humanities and 
Social Sciences have an important influence 
on the training of especially secondary school 
teachers, it is imperative that they be 
involved in developing packages that will 
effectively increase awareness of energy 
issues and help bring about change in 
consumer behaviour.   

 
Conclusion  

14. LERU supports the inclusion of the societal 
challenge “Secure, clean and efficient 
energy” in Horizon 2020 and recommends 
that SSH research lines are built into its work 
programmes from the beginning. SSH 
researchers should be actively involved in the 
research agenda setting of the energy 
challenge, taking part in the whole process, 
from problem formulation to implementation 
and evaluation. 
 

15. The challenges Europe faces are 
fundamentally human in nature – 
understanding individual and collective 
human behaviour is therefore crucial. With 
respect to the energy challenge, Horizon 
2020 should pursue the integrated inclusion 
of SSH questions as discussed in this Note. 
Research lines should include, among others, 
the following SSH perspectives: 
• understanding the systemic economic, 

psychological and cultural issues that 
drive market and individual behaviour, 
which are crucial for realising energy 
efficiency gains; 

• devising economic and social incentives 
for private and public consumers to 
moderate their energy use, and 
strengthening regulations; 

• understanding the economics and 
governance of sustainable energy markets 
in order to avoid capture by incumbent 
interests and political ideology; 

• devising the economic tools and 
international agreements that are needed 
to reduce carbon emissions, which is a 
challenge with economic, political, legal 
and ethical dimensions; 

• understanding the historical aspects of 
energy security, which is important to 
explain how human societies have in the 
past responded to the rhetoric of 
unlimited energy; 

• understanding the forces that drive public 
opinion and the powerful informational 
and educational role that the arts and the 
media have to play; 

• including education research, which is 
necessary to successfully train school 
teachers with the right awareness and 
tools to educate the young. 

 
16. Finally, it is important to realise that the 

energy challenge must not be addressed in 
isolation. It needs to be considered together 
with the challenges of providing sufficient 
food and water to allow everyone on the 
planet to live decent lives in decent 
environments. Here too social sciences and 
humanities have major roles to play. The real 
challenge is to combine the input of the 
social sciences, humanities, physical 
sciences, engineering and mathematics to 
tackle these problems holistically.  
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